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Core Stix is one of the best fitness products I have seen hit the market in a long 
time!  It has something for everyone. 
 
Gunnar Peterson 
Celebrity Trainer 
 
 
 
Working in the business for over ten years, I have seen it all. Fads may come and 
go, but certain things stand the test of time. I have never seen a more versatile 
piece of exercise equipment. With this tool in my arsenal I can truly use my 
knowledge and creativity to the fullest, bringing the best out of me and my 
clientele.  
 
Matt Mangol 
Mangol Strength and Conditioning, LLC  
 
 
Core Stix has provided my clients with an amazingly diverse piece of equipment 
that not only delivers great results but a fun and creative atmosphere.  The Core 
Stix product is effective and extremely durable for all age types and I highly 
recommend it to any person, gym owner, or anyone looking for a different type a 
workout.   Thank you Core Stix!  
 
Nicholas Marion  
NASM CPT FNS, Owner/Urban Athletica  San Diego 
 
 
Catering to an exclusive Hollywood/Beverly Hills crowd requires I’m always up on 
the latest equipment, my clients demand it. I have been using Core Stix with all of 
my clients; it’s one of the most versatile pieces of equipment I have.  There is 
literally nothing you can’t do on it. 
 
Adam Ernster 
Celebrity Trainer 
 

 
When I couldn’t find the perfect piece of equipment, I created it.  Functional 
training is done best while in an upright position, and training users in an upright 
position is what Core Stix does better than any other piece of equipment.  Core 
Stix is something our players cannot do without.   
 
Mike Kadar 
Strength Coach, Pittsburgh Penguins 
2009 NHL Stanley Cup Champion and originator of Core Stix 
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I highly recommend Core Stix to anyone wanting a safe, efficient, compact and 
highly effective way to engage not only core muscles, but all major muscle groups 
as well. Hats off to Mike and Kregg on a truly innovative and superb product! 
Jeff Hendra 
PGA Tour Sports Medicine Team 
 
 
 
 
The ease of use and flexibility of Core Stix works for extreme beginners through 
advanced fitness levels, who each utilize Core Stix for their own customized 
training. Members and trainers rave about the results. 
 
Hank Lesher 
Owner, Anytime Fitness 
 
 
Core Stix provides a total body workout, using weighted sticks and instability to 
sculpt your muscles. 
 
Tony Martinez 
Personal Trainer 
 
 
 
 
Core Stix are the way to go in ANY sports specific program! Either for hockey, 
football, basketball or any sport for that matter! The Core Stix is as important to an 
athlete as conventional weight training.  
 
Jorgen De Mey 
Strength Trainer 
 
 
When I find a fitness toy I really like, I want to be the first to ‘get out of the box’ and 
create new, dynamic and fun exercises. Core Stix is by far the most versatile 
personal trainer out today. 
 
Lawrence Phillips 
Owner, Team LP Studio Playground 
 
 
My friend Pat posted a quote from Bob Marley that I thought was perfect…….”you 
never know how strong you are until being strong is your only choice”. Core Stix 
challenge has me exercising very differently than I’m used to.  I always workout 
with my soul, and Core Stix reached a new part of it! 
 
Heather Rosemeier 
Fitness Trainer 
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I think you make a great product that is an awesome rehab tool along with being a 
great strength and cardio machine, depending on the workout.   
 
Mike Lemere 
Greenbay, WI 
 
 
I have a personal training and nutritional consulting business. My clientele consists 
of individuals of all ages. Core Stix has been integrated into all of my clients’ 
workouts despite their physical gifts or limitations.  
 
Ken Niehoff 
Sonoma Health Training MS Sonoma, CA 
 
 
If you do what you have always done, you’ll get what you’ve always got. Core Stix 
has changed up everything for me. My workouts are harder and more dynamic 
than ever. I’m ALWAYS excited for class and motivated to do the work, and the 
results speak for themselves. Stronger, leaner, smaller, more flexible, more 
endurance (did I mention I was able to do 50 burpees?!?!), more confidence and 
extreme improvement in my balance. 
 
Carrie Bentz Krosse 
Core Stix User 
 
 
Everything has improved…my balance, stability, flexibility, mental clarity but most 
of all my confidence! Additionally, I have more overall energy, sleep soundly 
though the night and wake up refreshed no longer with aches and pains! Core Stix 
kept me in a ‘challenge and support’ state. Once you get a feel for the Stix and 
trust them, you can really start to go deeper into each workout! 
 
Cassandra Buncie 
Black N Gold Girls 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


